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Abstract
Advantages of investigation of time reversal invariance violation with the use
of three-fold (P,T-odd) and five-fold (P-even,T-odd) correlations in the interaction
of resonance neutrons with nuclei are briefly considered. Possible enhancements of
T-odd effects in both cases are discussed. It is shown that the study of five-fold
correlation is a perspective way to test time reversal invariance. Prospects to realize
dynamical nuclear alignment method for measurements of five-fold correlation are
described.
1 Introduction
Interaction of slow polarized neutrons with medium and heavy nuclei is a sensitive tool to
study the fundamental symmetries (space parity and time reversal invariance) due to large
enhancement of the effects of parity (P) violation and time reversal invariance (T invari-
ance) violation in compound resonances. The vast majority of performed experimental
works has been dedicated to investigation of P violation resulting from weak nucleon-
nucleon interactions (PV interactions). Non-zero P odd effects have been observed for
more than three tens of nuclei [1]. In these experiments a phenomenon of enhancement
of the parity violation effects in compound resonances was clearly demonstrated. The
measured effects range up to 10−2 – 10−1 exceeding by several orders of magnitude the
parity violation effects in nucleon-nucleon interaction that are of the order of 10−8 – 10−7.
The methods to test T invariance in the interaction of slow polarized neutrons with
oriented nuclei were proposed in a number of works. Besides, an important hypothesis has
been put forward in [2,3] that a mechanism of enhancement of T violation in compound
resonances is the same as for P violation. Thus, due to large enhancement factors, methods
to search for interactions violating T invariance (TV interactions) based on the use of
slow neutrons are very promising. Real progress in this field is hampered by methodical
problems as well as to some extent by insufficient intensity of currently available sources
of resonance neutrons.
In this work a current status of hypothetic TV interactions is discussed, and methods
of their investigation in neutron-nuclei interaction are compared. We would like to show
that at the moment a search for so-called five-fold correlation in the total cross section of
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the interaction of resonance polarized neutrons with aligned nuclei, which is a promising
way to obtain new information on TV interactions, may be practically realized. Note that
the construction of two neutron spallation sources (JSS, Japan and SNS, USA) is now in
progress. Their intensity will be five-ten times as great as the intensity of the existing
neutron spallation sources.
2 Three-fold and five-fold correlations in total cross
section of the interaction of slow neutrons with nu-
clei
Total cross section of the interaction of s-wave neutrons with target nuclei depends on
relative orientation of the spins s and I of neutrons and nuclei, respectively. A contribution
of p-wave to the interaction amplitude is suppressed at low energy by the factor kR ∼
10−3, where k is the neutron wave number, and R is the nucleus radius. However, a
neutron-nucleus p-wave interaction is pronounced in p-wave resonances. Although the
integral cross section within the limits of a p-wave resonance is suppressed by the factor
kR as compared to the typical integral cross section of the s-wave resonance, strong p-wave
resonances are clearly prominent on the potential s-wave background.
The total cross section σtot of neutron-nucleus interaction depends on relative orien-
tation of the vectors s, I and k, where k is the neutron wave vector, if s- and p-waves
are taken into account. Usually one measures the number N(s, I,k) of neutrons passing
through oriented nuclear target, and a typical observable is the asymmetry
α =
N+ −N−
N+ +N−
, (1)
where N+ and N− are numbers of detector counts for two opposite directions of the vector
s. In general, the total number of terms in σtot depends on the type of orientation of target
nuclei.
Let the axis z is directed along the vector I, i.e. along the orientation axis of an
ensemble of target nuclei, and m is the projection of spin I of a nucleus on the axis z. An
ensemble of nuclei is oriented if populations of substates with projections m are different.
An ensemble of nuclei is said to be polarized if the parameter of polarization
p1(I) =
〈m〉
I
(2)
is not zero, where 〈m〉 is the average projection for the ensemble of nuclei.
An ensemble of nuclei is said to be pure aligned if p1(I) = 0 but the parameter of
alignment
p2(I) =
3〈m2〉 − I(I + 1)
I(2I − 1) (3)
is not zero. Only nuclei with spin I > 1/2 can be aligned. At pure alignment, the
populations of substates with projections m and −m are equal (as the result 〈m〉 = 0 and
p1(I) = 0).
In general case, both introduced parameters may be non-zero. Then one speaks about
oriented nuclei characterized both by the polarization p1(I) and the alignment p2(I).
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With account for polarization and alignment of target nuclei, the total cross section
σtot includes 8 terms differently depending on relative orientation of the vectors s, I
and k. All these terms are presented and discussed, e.g., in [4]. Investigations of P
violation in the interaction of slow neutrons with nuclei are based mainly on the correlation
(sk), which is proportional to neutron polarization but needs no nuclear orientation.
Investigations of TV interactions are possible due to T non-invariant three-fold (s[k× I])
and five-fold (s[k×I])(kI) correlations. Both these correlations are proportional to neutron
polarization, but three-fold correlation is additionally proportional to nuclear polarization
while five-fold correlation is proportional to nuclear alignment.
In the work [5], which was among the first dedicated to five-fold correlation in neutron-
nucleus interaction, it was pointed out in particular that these T non-invariant correlations
differ by space parity (the correlation (s[k×I]) is P odd, while the correlation (s[k×I])(kI)
is P even). Therefore, they are sensitive to different type of fundamental TV interactions.
One distinguishes PVTV interactions violating both T and P invariances and PCTV
interactions violating T invariance but conserving P invariance (see, e.g., [6]).
Thus, investigations of three-fold and five-fold correlations are not competitive ways
to search for fundamental TV forces, but are complement experiments which may give
information on TV interactions of different nature, PVTV and PCTV, respectively.
3 Current status of PVTV and PCTV interactions
Present models of the interactions violating T invariance were considered in [6]. In the
framework of Standard Model (SM) PVTV forces that may substantially manifest them-
selves in neutron-nucleus interaction result from θ-term in QCD Lagrangian. There are
many assumptions about hypothetic PVTV forces beyond SM.
Effective PCTV interactions may be obtained in the framework of SM from θ-term
and usual weak PV forces, but in this case the observables are so small that they cannot
be measured. Thus, in nuclear experiments one searches for PCTV interactions beyond
SM. There are several ways to introduce such PCTV forces.
Measurements of electric dipole moments (EDM) of neutron and some atoms give the
best limitation for PVTV interactions. Let
λPV TV =
〈VPV TV 〉s.p.
〈VPV 〉s.p. (4)
is a ratio of typical single particle matrix elements of PVTV and PV interactions, VPV TV
and VPV , respectively. The limit
λPV TV < 10
−4 (5)
was obtained in [6] from the EDM data.
The situation with limit on PCTV interactions is more intricate. The PCTV forces
alone cannot induce EDM because they are P even, while EDM is not only T non-invariant
but P odd as well. However, PCTV forces together with weak PV interactions may involve
EDM. Therefore, limit on PCTV forces may be obtained from the EDM data but only in
the framework of some model assumptions about PV interactions at small distances.
In 1990s there was a confidence that the data on EDM of neutron and atoms put
more strict limits for PCTV interactions than direct searches for T non-invariant, P even
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effects, e.g., test of detail balance in nuclear reactions. Let
λPCTV =
〈VPCTV 〉s.p.
〈V 〉s.p. (6)
is the ratio of typical single particle matrix elements of PCTV interaction VPCTV and
strong interaction V . Note, that it is the practice to compare PCTV interactions just
with strong interaction V because both are P even. Summing the results of theoretical
works devoted to relations between PCTV forces and EDM, a rather strict limit
λPCTV < 10
−8 (7)
was obtained in [6].
Last years this limit was reconsidered in [7]. More exactly, it was pointed out in
[7] that the strict limitation on λPCTV from EDM data arises in the framework of a
certain assumption (”Scenario A”). Really, there are no fundamental reasons to follow
this assumption. In the framework of an alternative approach (”Scenario B”) the EDM
data give no definite value for λPCTV . In this case one may use only a relatively weak
limit
λPCTV < 10
−4 (8)
resulting from direct searches for T non-invariant, P even effects. Among them is the
experiment on measurement of five-fold correlation (s[k×I])(kI) in the interaction of fast
neutrons with aligned nuclei 165Ho [8].
4 Enhancement of PVTV and PCTV effects in a p-
wave compound resonance
Let αPV , αPV TV and αPCTV are measurable asymmetries in the experiments on searches
for P violation (correlation (sk) ), simultaneous violation of P and T invariance (three-
fold correlation (s[k × I]) ) and T violation with P conservation (five-fold correlation
(s[k × I])(kI) ), respectively. The magnitude of P odd effect in a p-wave resonance is
determined by (see, e.g., [9])
αPV ∼ g
n
s
gnp
〈VPV 〉c
Dc
, (9)
where gnp and g
n
s are the neutron amplitudes of p-wave and s-wave resonances mixed by
the weak PV interaction, 〈VPV 〉c is the matrix element of PV interaction between s- and
p- resonances states, and Dc is the distance between the resonances. Let us emphasize
that beyond p-wave resonance the measured asymmetry αPV is much smaller than the
given estimation. Large enhancement of the P odd effect in a p-wave resonance is known
as resonance enhancement.
The P odd asymmetry in a p-wave resonance is proportional to the ratio gns /g
n
p ∼
(kR)−1 ∼ 103 which is usually called the factor of structural enhancement. The ratio
〈VPV 〉c/Dc is related to the analogous ratio of single particle quantities as follows
〈VPV 〉c
Dc
∼
√
Nc
〈VPV 〉s.p.
Ds.p.
, (10)
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where Nc ∼ 106 is the number of single particle components in the wave function of
compound nucleus. The factor
√
Nc ∼ 103 is called the factor of dynamical enhancement.
Here 〈VPV 〉s.p./Ds.p. ∼ Gm2pi ∼ 10−7 is an estimation of P odd effect in nucleon-nucleon
interaction.
Thus, the total enhancement (structural and dynamical) of P odd effect in a p-wave
resonance as compared to P odd effect in nucleon-nucleon interaction may be as great as
106 and the effect may reach the value of 10−1
αPV ∼ (kR)−1
√
Nc Gm
2
pi ∼ 10−1. (11)
It is of interest that just such large P odd effect has been observed in the p-wave resonance
of the nucleus 139La, namely αPV ∼ 10−1 [1]. Effects of the order of 10−3 – 10−2, i.e. the
enhancement factors 104 – 105, are more typical.
Let us now consider PVTV asymmetry related to three-fold correlation (s[k× I]). In
a p-wave resonance one gets [9]
αPV TV ∼ g
n
s
gnp
〈VPV TV 〉c
Dc
. (12)
This estimate involves both structural and dynamical enhancement factors.
Using the quantity λPV TV (4), one obtains
αPV TV ∼ λPV TV αPV . (13)
Taking into account that λPV TV < 10
−4 and αPV ∼ 10−1 in the p-wave resonance of
the nucleus 139La, we conclude that an experiment on the search for PVTV forces in the
transmission of slow polarized neutrons through polarized target 139La in the same p-wave
resonance should be performed with the accuracy
αPV TV < 10
−5. (14)
Only at such accuracy the study of three-fold correlation (s[k × I]) allows to exceed the
limitation on PVTV forces resulting from the present EDM data.
Now let us discuss PCTV asymmetry, related to five-fold correlation (s[k× I])(kI). It
was shown in [3] that in a p-wave resonance the effect is
αPCTV ∼ 〈VPTV 〉c
Dc
. (15)
Since PCTV interaction mixes resonances with the same parity (in the case under con-
sideration – p-wave resonances), here the factor of structural enhancement is absent.
However, due to the relationship
〈VPCTV 〉c
Dc
∼
√
Nc
〈VPCTV 〉s.p.
Ds.p.
(16)
the dynamical enhancement expressed by the factor
√
Nc ∼ 103 takes place.
Using the quantity λPCTV (6) and taking into account that a typical single particle
matrix element of strong interaction 〈V 〉s.p. is of the scale of single particle distance
between the levels Ds.p., one gets for PCTV asymmetry in a p-wave resonance
αPCTV ∼
√
Nc λPCTV . (17)
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Thus, due to dynamical enhancement one may expect that PCTV asymmetry in a p-
wave resonance of heavy nucleus is increased to
√
Nc ∼ 103 times as compared to possible
PCTV effect in a few nucleon system which magnitude is given by the factor λPCTV .
It was pointed out in [7] that hadron reactions give the limit: λPCTV < 10
−4. Hence it
follows that the study of five-fold correlation (s[k×I])(kI) allows to exceed this limitation
on PCTV forces provided the experiment will be performed with the accuracy
αPCTV < 10
−1. (18)
5 Methodical problems of measurements of three-
fold and five-fold correlations
It is well known that the measurement of three-fold correlation (s[k×I]) in the interaction
of slow neutrons with nuclei is hampered by severe methodical problems. One should
measure the asymmetry αPV TV of neutron transmission through polarized nuclear target
at two opposite directions of neutron spin s, namely along and opposite the vector [k× I],
where the vector I is normal to the vector k.
To polarize nuclear target one usually uses a strong magnetic field H, therewith the
vector I is directed along H. It causes a Larmor precession of neutron spin s in the
target. This precession results in non-zero neutron helicity and the P odd effect due to
correlation (sk). Since P-odd effect is at least 3-4 order greater than T non-invariant, P
odd effect, the orthogonality of the vectors s and k during the measurement should be
provided with the accuracy better than 10−5, that is a very difficult problem. Besides,
even without magnetic field the problem of precession of the vector s around the vector
I remains because it additionally results from nuclear pseudomagnetism, i.e. from the
correlation (sI). This problem as well as possible methods to eliminate false effects are
now under discussion.
In the case of five-fold correlation (s[k × I])(kI) one should measure the asymmetry
αPCTV of neutron transmission through an aligned nuclear target at two opposite direc-
tions of neutron spin s, namely along and opposite the vector [k×I], therewith the vector
I should be directed at some angle (e.g. pi/4) to the vector k.
It is of importance that there is no need in magnetic field to align the nuclei. Besides,
nuclear polarization is equal to zero at pure alignment. Thus, there is no pseudomagnetic
interaction of neutrons with aligned nuclear target and, therefore, there is no neutron spin
precession in the target due to pseudomagnetism.
One can note that even in the presence of some precession the corresponding problems
in the case of five-fold correlation are not nearly so serious as in the case of three-fold one.
Indeed, the above estimated measurement accuracy for PCTV asymmetry αPCTV < 10
−1
is of the same order as a possible P odd effect αPV . Therefore, the orthogonality of the
vectors s and k during the experiment should be provided with the accuracy 10−2 that is
not the problem.
Up to now the progress in studies of T violation with the use of five-fold correlation
was hampered mainly by a deficit of aligned targets. Recently in [4] a new method of
dynamical nuclear alignment (DNA) was proposed. It can allow to increase substantially
the number of aligned nuclei available for experiments.
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Table 1
isotope
natural
abundance (%)
spin
p-wave resonances
energies (eV)
81Br 49 3/2 0.9
93Nb 100 9/2 35, 42
105Pd 22 5/2 3.9, 27.6, 41.2
115In 96 9/2 6.8, 13.5, 30
121Sb 57 5/2 37.9, 55.2
123Sb 43 7/2 67
127I 100 5/2 7.5, 10.3, 13.9, 24.6
139La 100 7/2 0.74
6 Prospects of realization of DNA method
DNA method proposed in [4] is analogous to the well-known method of dynamical nuclear
polarization (DNP) [10] but DNA does not require an external magnetic field. One widely
uses DNP to produce polarized proton targets.
The ground state of a nucleus with spin I is split in the magnetic field into (2I + 1)
magnetic substates (at DNP). At DNA the ground state of a nucleus with spin I > 1/2
is split in a crystal due to an interaction of quadrupole nuclear moment with a gradient
of the crystal electric field (for instance, at I= 3/2 – into two substates m = ±1/2 and
m = ±3/2). In both cases the population of these substates is determined by Boltzmann
law. Different population of these substates provides an equilibrium polarization (at
DNP) or an equilibrium alignment (at DNA). At the temperature ∼ 0.5 K (and the
magnetic field ∼ 2.5 T at DNP) the values of equilibrium orientation (both polarization
and alignment) are of the same order of ∼ 0.5 %.
To obtain higher nuclear polarization one adds into the target substance a paramag-
netic admixture whose ions have an unpaired electron in the one of outer shells. At
temperature and magnetic field mentioned above an ensemble of electron spins will have
approximately 100 % polarization, because the electron magnetic moment is more than
the nuclear one by about three orders of magnitude. Then, the high degree of ordering of
electron spins can be transmitted to nuclei by microwave irradiation.
In the case of DNA the ground states of paramagnetic ions with electron spin S >
1/2 are split in the crystal electric field in the same way as the states of nuclei having
quadrupole moments. Since the quadrupole moment of the electron shell is more than that
of the nucleus by about three-four orders of magnitude, electron spins will be completely
aligned. Then, again the high degree of the electron alignment can be transmitted to the
nuclei by microwave irradiation.
Thus, one may study T invariance violation with the use of five-fold correlation if DNA
is realized. The suitable targets are nuclei with large quadrupole moments having low
lying p-wave resonances. The most appropriate isotopes are listed in the Table 1. Note
that aligned targets are of interest not only for T invariance violation in neutron-nucleus
interaction but for other nuclear physics investigations as well.
To realize DNA one needs a reasonably large monocrystal containing suitable nuclei.
Besides, the target material must fulfil the following requirements:
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1. High value of quadrupole coupling constant for the nuclei under investigation: fre-
quency of nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) must be higher than 30 MHz.
2. High splitting of sublevels of paramagnetic impurity: frequency of electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) must be higher than 30 GHz.
Presently it is known about 90 isotopes with large quadrupole moments (with half-life
more than 1 year) [11]. NQR frequencies are measured for more than 3000 compounds
[12] and they lye in the range from ∼ 0.1 MHz to ∼ 1000 MHz. The EPR frequencies
for these compound doped with paramagnetic admixture were not measured. Thus, to
realize DNA one should choose appropriate compound with needed NQR frequencies, to
incorporate paramagnetic impurity in it, to grow a monocrystal from this material and,
at last, to determine EPR frequencies for paramagnetic ions in zero magnetic field. Then
it will be possible to select suitable samples for the use in the experiment on T invariance
violation.
For DNA ion crystal is preferred over molecular and covalent crystals. Indeed, param-
agnetic ions in the former are involved in dynamic processes of a whole lattice, otherwise
the paramagnetic ion can be located in a molecular or in a cluster. Besides, in ion crys-
tal paramagnetic impurities lose their chemical ”prehistory” related to original substance
incorporated into compound with nuclei under investigation. In contrast, in molecular
and covalent crystals paramagnetic impurity may violate regular crystal structure and
behave as extrinsic impregnation involved only into low-frequency dynamic processes of
the lattice. Thus, the interaction between electron spin system and nuclear spin system
may become inoperative and will not serve to the transmission of high degree of ordering
of electron spin system to the nuclear spin system.
Presently the FNL JINR – ITEP collaboration performs a work on DNA realization
[13]. At the first stage the LuNbO4 compound was chosen as a target material. The spin
of the isotope 175Lu is equal to I = 7/2. At T = 77 K the NQR frequencies for 175Lu in
this compound are: 80.1 MHz (±1/2↔ ±3/2), 69.6 MHz (±3/2↔ ±5/2) and 108.7 MHz
(±5/2↔ ±7/2) [14]. The compound LuNbO4 was doped with the paramagnetic impurity
Cr3+, and the monocrystal was grown from this material. The EPR frequency in zero
magnetic field was found equal to 9.7 GHz [15]. Unfortunately, this value is rather low
and can provide the degree of nuclear alignment not more than (10-15) % at T ∼ 1 K.
Search for and synthesis of other suitable target materials are now in progress.
7 Conclusion
Investigations of time reversal invariance violation in neutron compound resonances have
the advantage over the same investigations in the other nuclear experiments. It lies in
large enhancement of time reversal invariance violation effects which is analogous to the
well studied enhancement of parity violation.
At simultaneous violation of space parity and time reversal invariance (PVTV) an
enhancement in a p-wave resonance (structural and dynamical) may reach the value of 106.
But even for such high magnitude of the enhancement the experiment on the observation
of PVTV asymmetry in the interaction of polarized neutrons with polarized nuclei should
be performed with the accuracy better than 10−5 to give a more strict limit to PVTV
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interaction than the one following from the current data on EDM of neutron and some
atoms.
In a p-wave resonance an enhancement of T invariance violation with conservation
of space parity, which is due to hypothetic PCTV interactions, may be only dynamical
and hardly exceeds 103. Nevertheless, strange as it may seem, an experiment on the
observation of PCTV asymmetry in the interaction of polarized neutrons with aligned
nuclei with the accuracy better than 10−1 may allow to improve the current limit to
PCTV interactions following from the other nuclear experiments. In the other words,
even though the accuracy of the five-fold correlation experiment will be lower by 4 orders
of magnitude than the one of the three-fold correlation experiment, the results of the
former will be of no less interest.
Thus, surprisingly, competitive studies of PCTV effects (five-fold correlation) may
be performed in much more advantageous conditions than competitive studies of PVTV
effects (three-fold correlation). The reason of this situation is the following. The data
on EDM give rather strong limit for PVTV forces as compared to weak PV forces being
small themselves. On the other hand, the limit on PCTV forces from the EDM data
is model dependent and in certain situation can be ignored. Then, intensity of PCTV
forces is limited only by direct experiments and therewith is reckoned not from the level
of weak PV interactions but from the level of usual strong interaction. Note, that strong
interaction exceeds weak interactions at least by the factor of 107.
Thus, although the relative limits λPCTV < 10
−4 and λPV TV < 10
−4 are roughly
the same (see above Section 3), the absolute (relative to strong interaction) limit on
PCTV forces is really by 7 orders of magnitude weaker than the absolute (also with
respect to strong interaction) limit on PVTV forces. So even in the absence of structural
enhancement an improvement of the limit on PCTV interactions may be performed at
less (in some sense) expenses than the improvement of the limit on PVTV interactions.
In principle, such situation originated more than 10 years ago, just after publication of
[3], where dynamical enhancement of PCTV effects in compound neutron resonances was
demonstrated. Since at that moment the quantity λPCTV was restricted by the value of
10−3, it was inferred in [3] that the study of PCTV effects in compound resonances even
at the level 10−1 is of significance. The absence of the effect at this level was demonstrated
in [16] from the data on the asymmetry of gamma-ray emission after capture of polarized
p-wave neutrons.
Further progress on study of PCTV effects in neutron resonances, of which the asym-
metry related to five-fold correlation (s[k × I])(kI) seems the most perspective, in our
opinion may be provided by realization of the DNA method. It will make possible the
investigation of T invariance violation with the use of the nuclei listed in the Table 1.
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